With the rapidly development of internet of things, wireless sensor network is being used in various fields. Signal-noise-ratio (SNR) 
Introduction
Internet of things was first proposed in 1999 by Auto-ID Center and has become a research hotspot now. Modern wireless communication system has shown the trend of more band width, digitalization and intelligence. The technique of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has been placed in the development forefront with its superior capability in the broadband communication domain for military and civil. Therefore research on blind detection and identification of OFDM signal under the complex electromagnetic environment will play an important role, whether in electronic warfare against communications systems, or in civilian communications spectrum monitoring and management systems.
The Signal-to-Noise Ratio of the receiver not only provides important channel quality information for signal recognition, time-varying channel modulation mode and adaptive recognition technology, but also closely related to the threshold of recognition classification. SNR estimation plays an important role in the blind detection and identification of the reconnaissance receiver system [1] . Its accuracy will directly affect the system's recognition effects [2] .
Signal-to-Noise Ratio is a widely used significant parameter to estimate channel in communication systems. The implementations of functions such as power control, modulation (recognition) identification, adaptive modulation handover and adaptive handover in intelligent communication systems depend on the accurate information of SNR in order to achieve the optimal performances [3, 4] . Currently, there are four primary methods for SNR estimation: Maximum Likelihood [5] , Second/Fourth Order Moments [6] , Signal Subspace Based Decomposition and Signal Projection [7, 8] . For example, ML is an algorithm computing on digital sequence domain, which must be carried out in demodulated signals. The method based on moments is only applicable to constant envelope signals such as MPSK. SB and SP need matrix computing, have greater computational complexity, not easy for hardware implementation.
Based on the easily realization of engineering, a new SNR blind estimation algorithm was proposed which takes advantage of the inflection point of the power distribution function. It does not require precise signal parameters such as carrier frequency, symbol rate and modulation mode. Furthermore, training sequence and synchronization information were needn't. It has nothing to do with the signal envelope characteristics, and suitable for the accurate estimation of the white Gaussian noise channel under a variety of conventional wireless communication signal to noise ratio.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we summarize the blind SNR estimation method constantly used and then propose our modified algorithm. Simulation results and performance analysis are shown in Section 3. Finally, conclusions and our future work are presented in Section 4.
Blind SNR Estimation Method

Blind SNR Estimation Principle
Equivalent noise bandwidth n W is defined according to the following formula:
Where, ( ) c S f is the peak value of the envelope of the power density function in the carrier frequency c f , s P is the power of signals and can be expressed as:
Where B is the signal bandwidth. Assume the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) signal inputted into the receiver is ( ) y t , which can be expressed as:
Where, ( ) s t is communication signal, and its frequency spectrum function is ( ) S f ; ( ) n t is white Gaussian noise and its power spectral density is N . Supposing that signal power spectrum is between L f and H f , that is to say w
 , calculate the integral of power spectrum in signal frequency bandwidth, then get the signal power S, which can be expressed as:
Where, ( ) S f represents signal power spectrum. In actual communication systems, the influence of the shaping filter must be considered in the process of signal to noise ratio estimation. Per symbol energy s E and noise power spectral density ratio 0 s E n can be used as a signal to noise ratio performance indicators in matching conditions in the receiver.
0 s E n can be expressed as follows:
Assume that ( ) H f is the frequency characteristic of the optimum linear filter at the criterion of maximum output signal-to-noise ratio, that is ( ) ( ) h t s T t   . So the total noise power n P of the receiver:
The instantaneous power of the signal can be expressed:
According to the Fourier transform characteristics of matching filter:
The relationship of ( ) s t and ( ) S f can be obtained:
The maximum SNR at the moment of T under the matching receive condition can be expressed:
Using formula (3), we can calculate the total power of additive Gaussian noise signal within signal frequency bandwidth [9] , ( )y t P :
Where, ( ) Y f is power spectrum of additive Gaussian noise. According to the power spectrum which is within receive bandwidth and beyond signal frequency bandwidth, power spectrum density of noise, 0 n can be estimated:
Power of noise in signal bandwidth is:
Then SNR estimation is:
An 
Where, n B is equivalent noise bandwidth,
,  is roll-off factor for shaping filter.
From the process of derivation, it can be seen that the estimated accuracy of SNR mainly depends on the accurate estimation of the two ends, L f and H f , of signal bandwidth.
Algorithm Flow
The specific algorithm flow is summarized as follows: ① Use Welch modified mean periodogram method to estimate power spectrum ( ) P f . ② Calculate the integral of power spectrum density obtain power distribution function ( ) Y f . ③ Calculate corners of power distribution function according to cosine law, as shown in Fig. 1 . Suppose that discrete curve P is composed of n picture element points, that is { ( , ) | 0, , -1} 
If the three points are not on the same line, the corners are formed. However, the ratio rate of quadratic sum of Euclidean distances of multiple point pairs on both sides of corners is less then 2. Fig.1 shows detection result for this method, it can be seen that the locations corresponding to two decline peaks are corners of power distribution function.
Numbers of the two frequency locations at two ends of signal bandwidth ④ , H N and L N ， can be calculated from the two corners. Then the signal bandwidth is:
Where, F  is frequency space between adjacent spectrum line, that is to say / s F f N   . The process of calculating SNR is as follows: ⑤ Average power spectrum of additive Gaussian noise signal is:
Suppose point number of FFT is 2 FFT N , then average power spectrum of noise is:
SNR is:
Feature Analysis and Computer Simulation
According to the algorithm above, we can simulate the performances of blind SNR estimation. We can respectively set ranges of parameters in order to test the influences of various factors such as rolloff factor of cosine filter, modulation type, subsection data length, etc. on estimative performances.
The Influence of Modulation Type on Algorithm
Experimental conditions: sampling frequency is six times the signal bandwidth, roll-off factor of cosine filter is 0.5, data length is 50000 sample points, the number of independent experiments is 500, then we can obtain Mean and Standard Derivation (STD) of SNR estimation within the range from 0dB to 40dB. As shown in Fig. 2 , the abscissa represents input SNR and the ordinate represents largest SNR estimation error.
Conclusion: from Fig. 2 , we can see that error curves of modulation types of BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK, 16QAM and 64QAM are nearly coincident, and their estimation errors are less than 1dB. The results indicate that the algorithm is not sensitive to the signal modulation scheme, including single-carrier modulation signals (constant envelope signals such as FSK, MSK or non-constant envelope signals such as MPSK, MQAM) and multi-carrier modulation signals (simple tone parallel modulation, OFDM). 
The Influence of Roll-Off Factor of Cosine Filter on Algorithm
Experimental conditions: for example, 8PSK, sampling frequency is six times the signal bandwidth, data length is 50000 sample points, roll-off factor of cosine filter is [0.2 0.5 1.0], the number of independent experiments is 500, then we can obtain Mean and Standard Derivation (STD) of SNR estimation within the range from 0dB to 40dB.
Shaping filters are all order-limited FIR filters in practical application, thus there are side lobes in stop band. In case of larger SNR (SNR>25dB), amplitude transmission feature of filter clearly appears on frequency domain. Raised cosine pulse filter being taken for example, when roll-off factor is smaller, side lobe is larger and signal power leaks more outside the bandwidth, which will affect noise power estimation accuracy and increase SNR estimation error. When SNR is smaller, the influence of side lobe leakage is smaller because of the larger noise. On the other hand, when SNR is larger, the noise is less, the influence of side lobe leakage increases.
To overcome this problem, we introduce a correction factor  in new algorithm. The effect of side lobe leakage will be eliminated by reducing the range of frequency for calculating noise power. While calculating the noise average power spectrum n P , the formula is modified to:  will increase with SNR becoming large, and its value depends on the ratio of side lobe leakage width to signal bandwidth. Conclusion: the results of simulation show that the values of SNR estimation are nearly coincident and the STD is no more than 1dB when the roll-off factor changes from 0.5 to 1.0. So it does not affect application of the algorithm.
Conclusion
A power distribution function corner detection method for signal bandwidth and blind SNR estimation is presented in the paper. The method has the advantages of high measuring accuracy, small computational complexity and easy hardware implement. The study shows that the algorithm has better estimation accuracy for wireless communication signals with various modulation schemes under the condition of AWGN, especially applicable to the cases with unknown modulation parameters and types. It is a simple, efficient, robust practical algorithm. Its accuracy in practical application matches the results of theoretical analysis and simulation experiment, and it is able to meet the requirement of real time processing.
